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HOW SKY EYE PREVENTS CRIME 
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Our fully lockable and galvanised Sky Eye units include a 6-meter
telescopic mast, on top of which is a state-of-the-art camera system.
These IP camera systems are changeable on every unit, allowing us
to cover a wide range of applications to suit every client’s needs.
Our units also include stability legs and wires, meaning they can
withstand the Irish climate all year round. Our units are also fitted
with a horn speaker which acts as an extra deterrent layer for
possible intruders on your property. 
As well as these physical elements, all aspects of the unit are
monitored closely by our team of experts to ensure that the IP
camera system, solar energy, battery levels and 4G signals are in
perfect working order 24/7.  By delivering you the highest level of
physical and customer support, our team is always on hand to
supply you with “A remote peace of mind”. 

Sky Eye is a remote surveillance system, which
works off both 4G and solar energy to bring you
a state-of-the-art IP camera system anywhere
in Ireland with no need for power or internet. It
is designed for rapid development with less
than one hour’s set up time on site, making it a
quick and easy solution for  your monitored
CCTV system needs. Sky Eye’s quick
installation saves both time and money on
traditionally wired CCTV systems with no need
for power, camera cables, temporary CCTV
poles, or broadband.

What is Sky Eye? 
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HIGHLIGHTED FEATURES 

BLIND SPOTS & SMALLER APPLICATIONS

Sky Eye Mini 
Here at Sky Eye we understand that every client’s
needs may differ. In order to deliver a “Remote piece
of mind” to a wider range of clients, our Sky Eye Mini
is also available where surveillance is needed above
our six-meter mast. Sky Eye Mini is a 4G, solar
powered, standalone IP camera, which works in the
same way as our Sky Eye unit. Sky Eye Mini can
work independently in smaller or higher areas where
surveillance is needed, or can work  alongside our
larger unit to give you more visibility over your
surveillance area. Sky Eye Mini also works on a
rental scheme and gives you the same remote
access control as Sky Eye.

Our remote security systems includes the highest quality
features without the need for power. Sky Eye & Sky Eye mini
primarily run on renewable energy. 

No delays. 

Our team offer a rapid deployment setup on all units to help
secure your next project.

Our remote security systems give you the technology to fully
monitor your property through your smartphone, tablet, or
desktop from anywhere in the world. 

All Sky Eye units are monitored 24/7 once on site. All systems
are linked back to a monitoring station that contacts nominated
key-holders and emergency services in the case of an alarm.
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OF SKY EYE REMOTE SECURITY TOWERS 

Sky Eye is a remote surveillance unit fitted with a IP camera
system. Powered completely from solar, it is your perfect
solution for securing construction sites, farms, events,
festivals and similar settings.

FEATURES BENEFITS 

CONTACT US TODAY 
0879141516
INFO@SKY-EYE.IE A Remote Peace Of Mind 

WWW.SKY-EYE.IE

THE FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Standalone Security System 
We provide a cost effective solution to help
protect remote or non powered sites 

24/7 SSD, on-board recording
with expandable memory

Up to 30 days footage retrieval available dated
& time stamped ready for download 

Fast rapid deployment 
Our tower is a fast deployment unit that can be
set up anywhere on your site

Fully custom Health & Safety Audio
Announcements

Custom H&S announcement, recorded and
played on a daily schedule 

Intruder deterrent features 
Includes; Audio Challenges, Flashing sirens,
LED spotlights and a 6m tall mast 

Full HD camera system with
night vision

4 state of the art 4MP network cameras, our
cameras give 24/7 vivid colorful images of your
site
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